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Speed 
management 

 ‘Speeding’
 Behaviours above the legal speed limit 

 Deaths & injuries can still occur without speeding

 Speed Management 
= All actions that reduce travel speeds

i. Limiting travel speeds to the known limits of the human body: 
Survivable Speeds

ii. Prevention of speed limit violations (i.e. speeding)



Speed 
reduction 
benefits: 
Laws of 
physics Apply to ALL countries of the world



Pedestrians, 
cyclists & 
motorcyclists 
are vulnerable 
to death & 
injury at lower 
speeds



Large % of 
deaths are 
pedestrians in 
NCA countries



Speed 
management 
in NCA 
countries

1) Presence of national speed limit law 

2) Maximum urban speed limit

3) Maximum rural speed limit 

4) Maximum motorway speed limit 

5) Local authorities’ legal power to modify national speed limits 

6) Enforcement of speed laws 

7) Predominant type of enforcement

Data available for 44 of 53 ESCAP member countries









iRAP assessed 
roads

 Star ratings inversely related to speed

 Large % are 1-star OR 2-star
 Pedestrians - 82.6%    (91%)
 Motorcyclists - 71.3%    (80%)
 Vehicle occupants - 52.7%    (60%)

13 ESCAP countries:

ENEA: China, Japan; 

PAC: Australia, Fiji, New 
Zealand, Papua New Guinea 

SEA: Indonesia, Philippines, 
Thailand, Vietnam 

SSWA: Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
Nepal

Assessments planned: 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, 
Kazakhstan







Road designs that encourage high travel speeds



Road designs that put pedestrians into danger 



ESCAP survey Speed limits
 Common speed limits

 urban > 30km/h up to 90km/h
 rural > 50km/h up to 110km/h
 motorway >= 90km/h up to 120km/h

 Highest speed limit 
 > 70km/h up to 140km/h

19 countries responded:
Afghanistan, Armenia, 
Australia, Azerbaijan, 
Bhutan, Cambodia, India, 
Indonesia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Lao PDR, 
Nepal, Philippines, 
Russian Federation, 
Singapore, Sri Lanka, 
Tajikistan, Thailand , Viet 
Nam



ESCAP survey – 19 
countries 
responded

Afghanistan, Armenia, 
Australia, Azerbaijan, 
Bhutan, Cambodia, India, 
Indonesia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Lao PDR, 
Nepal, Philippines, Russian 
Federation, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka, Tajikistan, Thailand , 
Viet Nam 

Speed reducing infrastructure
 Speed humps

 roundabouts 

 rumble strips 

 barriers

 raised pedestrian crossings



ESCAP survey – 19 
countries 
responded

Afghanistan, Armenia, 
Australia, Azerbaijan, 
Bhutan, Cambodia, India, 
Indonesia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Lao PDR, 
Nepal, Philippines, Russian 
Federation, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka, Tajikistan, Thailand , 
Viet Nam 

Speeding enforcement
 Enforcement: mostly fixed location & urban

 Enforcement tolerance: Any above, up to 60km/h!!! 

Speeding penalty
 All employ fines but low payment rates

 Licence sanctions rarer & low points 



Challenges

A common MISTAKEN belief –
higher speeds are necessary for the economy

 Countries with the lowest speed limits & the best road safety performances 
= strongest economies

e.g. Sweden, Netherlands, Switzerland





A turning point at which traffic 
flow improves with lower speeds



Halving road crash deaths & 
injuries 
Increases in GDP per capita over 24 years

Thailand 22.2%

China 15%

India 14%

Philippines 7.2%



Challenges

Promotion of speed through vehicle advertising & manufacturing

 Cars a status symbol 
 Speed glamorised in car ads
 Cars designed to reach speeds higher than the legal speed limit 



Challenges

 Police resource misuse: 

 Motorcades, crime investigations & facilitating vehicle flows, NOT 
road safety

 Enforcement confrontational
– prefer softer approaches 

 On-the-spot roadside police fines 
– opportunities for corrupt practices



Strategies to 
address speed 
in NCA 
countries

 4 key strategies to manage speed in NCA countries

1. Speed limit review – survivable speed limits;
2. Strengthening deterrence of speeding;
3. Speed reduction road engineering treatments;
4. Safer vehicles.



1. Speed limit 
review –
survivable 
speed limits

 Speed limits
 basic indicator of the maximum speed allowed 

under law 
 set the norm

Advantages 

 Changing speed limit signs: much faster

 Lower speed limits compensate for the substandard 
road infrastructure



1. Speed limit 
review –
survivable 
speed limits

Consider 

ways to mitigate the pathogenic energy of speed in  
designing a safe road system

Mix of road users, especially VRUs

Extent of traffic conflict



2. 
Strengthening  
deterrence of 
speeding

 Law & enforcement generate deterrence

 Speed limit violations  unattractive consequences with certainty
– fines, points, suspension 



Speed 
cameras

Advantages:

 Government revenue to further fund road safety initiatives 

 Reduce individual police discretion 

 Consistency of enforcement 

 Note: enforcement tolerance 
High levels  “a little bit of speeding is OK” & “speed 
limits not very strict”



Community 
support & 
political 
commitment

 Marketing campaigns
 create fairness by warning people in advance
 how & why speed compliance is being sought & the benefits 



3. Speed 
reduction 
engineering 
measures 





Photo 8. Example of rumble strips across the road as a warning for approaching speed hump in Vietnam.





3. Speed 
reduction 
engineering 
measures 

Advantages 

 Speed reduction effects independent of other measures

 Once installed their benefits sustained 

 More community acceptance



4. Safer 
vehicles



4. Safer 
Vehicles

 Missing / non-functional speedometers, seatbelts & airbags
mandatory repair

 Regulation of import & manufacturing of vehicles 
minimum safety standards



4. Safer 
vehicles

 Intelligent Speed Assistance (ISA) technology



Well designed BRTs

Modal shift: 

Private 
vehicles 

PUBLIC  
TRANSPORT





Conclusions 

Speed reduction benefits are universal

Many casualties in NCA countries are pedestrians & 
vehicle occupants

Travel speeds in NCA countries not sufficiently controlled 
to the known limits of the human body

Many effective speed management strategies available

Consider human life impact in your decision making



Thank you for your 
attention!

Chika’s email: chika.sakashita.grss@gmail.com


